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Abstract 
 
A delay-tolerant network’s special applications in deep sea, efficient 

collection of data face various challenges due to the requirement of proper 

data reporting on time and acoustic transmission delay in the ocean. A 

significant amount of signal will be attenuated in underwater 

communications. So, in the deep-sea area, autonomous underwater sensors 

are deployed, which uses the surface for transmitting collected data and 

events to surface stations. However, at every resurfacing, additional delay is 

included. A high data loss is produced in UWSN as it operates in deep-sea 

and packets need to be retransmitted because of these missing values in data 

transmission. An underwater monitoring framework based on recurrent 

neural network (RNN) is introduced in recent days for avoiding these issues 

and this framework considers data quality, energy, delay. However, data 

sequence can be learned using models based on Recurrent Neural Network 

(RNN), but due to the vanishing gradient problem, RNN will not be able to 

learn long data sequence. So, for predicting missing value, Multi-view 

learning Recurrent Neural Network (ML-RNN) with feature fusion technique 

is introduced in this work and it overcomes these issues. Mutation improved 

BAT optimization is used for tuning RNN parameters. With respect to the 

accuracy, throughput, end-to-end delay, packet delivery ratio, the proposed 

model’s effectiveness is shown in experimental results. 
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1 Introduction 

 

Due to its exclusive applications, Underwater WSNs has gained a 

attention of researchers. In this network, in underwater environment, in an 

irregular fashion, sensor nodes are deployed. Over ocean environment’s top, 

positioned the major nodes called sink nodes.In various applications like 

tactical surveillance, offshore exploration, assisted navigation, ocean 

sampling, underwater environment monitoring,  sensor nodes are able 

receive, process and communicate information with main nodes. Some 

challenges needs to be rectified by designed underwater WSNs routing 

protocols, Khasawneh et.al [1].There will be a limitation of power on nodes 

under ocean environment as they are powered by batteries, which are costly 

and it is difficult or replace or change and there is a bandwidth limitation on 

acoustic channel. In acoustic channel, at low speed, acoustic signal get 

propagated, which produces high propagation delay. In a severe manner, 

radio waves are affected by sea water. In underwater WSNs, end-to-end (E-

2-E) latency needs to be minimized as various applications like oil leakage, 

submarine tracking and detection involves these parameters for sending 

encoded information to desired location with minimum delay. In dense 

underwater WSNs, latency is highly crucial as there is a interaction between 

large numbers of nodes and high data volume, Ismail et.al [2].The high data 

volumes loss probability increases if high latency paths are selected as there 

is a long time interaction between sea channel and data. For minimizing 

delay, various protocols are proposed. However, at the network reliability 

expense only, delay can be minimized. Depth threshold, holding tome and 

lowest depth’s weight function are considered for introducing three routing 

algorithms to minimize delay, Agarwal and Bhardwaj, Bhardwaj and Rai 

[21,22]. Minimum delay can be achieved using these algorithms, but network 

throughput will be minimized and at every resurfacing, additional delay is 

included, which is another challenge. 

A high data loss is produced in UWSN as it operates in the deep sea and 

packets need to be retransmitted because of these missing values in data 

transmission Domingo and Prior, Su et.al, Li et.al, Kumar et.al, [3,4,5,15]. 

An underwater monitoring framework based on recurrent neural network 

(RNN) is introduced in recent days for avoiding these issues and this 

framework considers data quality, energy, delay.However, data sequence can 

be learned using models based on Recurrent Neural Network (RNN), but due 

to the vanishing gradient problem, RNN will not be able to learn long data 

sequence. So, for predicting missing value, Multi-view learning Recurrent 

Neural Network (ML-RNN) with feature fusion technique is introduced in 

this work and it overcomes these issues. Mutation improved BAT 

optimization is used for tuning RNN parameters Liu et al [6] estimated 

unknown parameters, active and silent node skews, and clock 
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offsets jointly using a three-step technique. Support vector machine-based 

active node skew and clock offset estimation are done first. Maximum 

likelihood technique based silent node’s clock offset and skews and active 

node’s clock offset are estimated next. Active and silent node’s offsets are 

estimated using minimum variance unbiased technique at last.THE proposed 

ROS model’s estimation accuracy can be enhanced further using such 

techniques. Simulation results are used for verifying the proposed 

technique’s robustness and effectiveness . Han et al [7] implemented a delay 

optimization based on a delay data collection algorithm (PDO-DC). For 

computing respective prediction models, via cluster member nodes used the 

Kernel Ridge Regression (KRR) in contrast with traditional delay 

optimization algorithms. By traversing fewer cluster head nodes, all cluster 

data are obtained using AUV, where AUV’s collection delay is reduced 

effectively. The effectiveness and feasibility of the proposed technique are 

demonstrated in experimental results.  

 

2 Proposed Methodology 
 

In an underwater wireless sensor network, delay minimization based on 

the proposed model is discussed in a detailed manner in this section. From a 

sensed data, missing values are predicted using Multi-view learning RNN 

with feature fusion technique in this model. BAT optimization is used for 

tuning RNN parameters. Figure 1 shows the proposed model’s architecture.  

 
Figure1Overall Architecture of the Proposed Model 

 

2.1 Missing Value Prediction Using Multi-View Learning RNN 
 

The RNN concept on a multilayer perceptron is used in this developed 

neural network with two context layers and two hidden layers. For every 

hidden layer, one context layer is used. Following give model structure: 

8,10–10,10–10,1; Which indicates that, input layer has 18 neurons, the first 

hidden and first context layer has 10 neurons each, the second hidden and 

second context layer has 10 neurons each, and the output layer has 1 neuron. 

From the first and second hidden layers, neurons of previous are copied 

as first and second context layers neurons as expressed below Karita et.al, Jin 

et.al [8,9]. 
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Where, at time t, in the first context layer, lth neuron is represented as 

  
 ( ) or it will be similar to   

 (   ). At previous time, in first hidden 

layer, jth neuron is represented as   
 (   ) Chen et.al, Hori et.al [10,11]. 

  
 ( )    

 (   )      (2) 

Where, at time t, in the second context layer, lth neuron is represented as     

  
 ( ) or it will be similar to   

 (   ). At the previous time, in the second 

hidden layer, jth neuron is represented as   
 (   ) .The first hidden layer’s 

feed-forward is represented as, 

  
 ( )   (∑    

   ( )
 
 )   (∑    

   
 ( )    

 )(3) 

 (   )  
 

       
(4) 

Where activation function is represented as  (   )  . At hidden layers, in 

every hidden neuron, for experimental purpose, Sofmax and Sigmoid 

functions are used as an objective function. Weight connection between the 

first hidden layer   
 ( ) and the input layer   ( ) is represented as   

 , weight 

connection between the first hidden layer    
 ( ) and the first context layer  

  
 ( ) is represented as    

 . 

In the second hidden layer, feed-forward is represented as, 

  
 ( )   (∑    

   
 ( )  

 )   (∑    
   

 ( )    
 )(5) 

Where, between the first hidden layer   
 ( ) and first context layer, 

weight connection is represented as    
 , between the second context layer  

  
 ( ) and second hidden layer     

 ( )  , weight connection is represented as 

   
 . 

Output layer feed-forward is expressed as, 

                             ( )   ∑      
 ( )  

 (6) 

Where, between the second hidden layer    
 ( )and the output layer 

  ( ), weight connection is represented as wgk. 

 

 
 

Figure2Recurrent Neural Network 
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2.2 Parameter Tuning Using  Mutation Improved Bat Optimization 
Algorithm 
 

The recurrent neural network accuracy is affected by various parameters. 

For selection, these parameters are given to the evolutionary algorithm. 

Filters count and filter size are included in these parameters. In the recurrent 

neural network’s first layer, for selecting the best parameters, this study 

incorporated BAT. Parameter sets indices computation is a major task of this 

proposed BAT.A bat optimization algorithm is used here for minimizing 

parameter size’s dimension which enhances classifier performance. Animal 

bat’s high echolocation potential attracted various researchers. Echolocation 

mechanism is bat’s important feature, where it creates a sound and echo 

signal generated using bats are used for computing object distance which is 

an optimum size. Differences between prey so-called optimum filter and an 

obstacle so-called irrelevant size, are detected using echo detection 

technique. Even in the whole darkness, it will be able to hunt because of this 

echolocation Chen et.al, Dutta and Banerjee, Elgamal et.al [12-14]. 

A new meta-heuristic optimization technique is formed from the bats 

mechanism and it is termed as Bat algorithm. In this design, prey/food 

(optimal feature) are searched by the bats band using echolocation property. 

Using bats features, in BA echolocation distinctiveness, outlined the 

following rules.In some delightful way, the difference between surrounding 

barriers and food/prey is identified by bats ability, where, echolocation is 

used for sensing distance.  

 
Figure.3The Parameter Space 

 

For the benchmark function, parameter space is shown in figure 3 and for 

the same benchmark function, objective space is shown in its right-hand side 

figure. In prey searching so-called optimum filters, bats so-called filters fly 

with an arbitrary velocity represented as velocity vi from location xi with 

loudness A0 , changeable wavelength γ at frequency fmin. Their emitted pulse  
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rate of pulse emission, r∈[0,1]  frequency or wavelength are fine-tuned based 

on its distance from a target called optimum features. 

In various cases, there is a loudness fluctuation possibility and for 

instance, from a large (positive) A0, loudness may fluctuate into a least 

constant value Amin. 

Dataset features are assigned as bat populations in this work. The 

following shows the standard Bat algorithm. 

For every bat bi, frequency fi, velocity vi, and position xi are initialized. 

With T as maximum iteration count, for every time step t, described the 

virtual bats' movement using position and velocity update as per expressions 

(4) to (6) as,  

        (         )    (7) 

  
    

    (  
    )      (8) 

  
    

      
      (9) 

Where, from a uniform distribution, derived a random vector β ∈ [0, 1], 

every bats frequency is represented as fi, the current global best solution is 

represented as x*, among all n bats, all the solutions are compared for 

locating this best solution.  Bats positions are updated using a random 

number generation, around current best solutions,  a new position is 

generated, if pulse emission rate  r I is less than a random number and it is 

expressed as, 

                                                 =     ∈  
    (10) 

Where, a random number is represented as ∈ [-1,1], at current iteration, 

all bat’s average loudness is represented as A
t 
 , loudness   A

i
 and f(xi)<f(x). 

Updated the pulse emission rate ri and solutions will be accepted if loudness 

A
i
 is greater than a random number and using expression (11), updated 

f(xi)<f(x). A
i
  and ri . 

  
       

    
      

 [     (   )] (11) 

Where, constants are given by     . Until satisfying termination criteria, 

the algorithm is iterated. 

The search space can be exploited using the ability of the standard bat 

algorithm. However, in some situations, it may fall into local optima features, 

with respect to global search, its performance is affected by this. So, in BA, 

search diversity has to be increased for avoiding trapping into local optimum 

features. With a very effective operator, BA is augmented in this proposed 

algorithm, which is a fundamental idea of this work. The random set based 

modifications are used as an operator for increasing BA diversity and within 

BA search, in inspected solutions, more mutations are allowed by this and 

this makes trapping into local optima problem. It can also be stated as, in 

search space, for exploring new areas, in a local neighborhood, solution 

exploitation ability of BA is backed.  

For every bat, a new solution called optimal features generation ability of 

original BA is enhanced using the addition of mutation operator, which is a 

major difference between BA and IBAT. In this rule, in an effective  
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optimization algorithm design, two important crucial characteristics are 

exploration and exploitation.  

In a d dimensional search space, fixed loudness A, emission pulse rate ri , 

velocity vi, position xi are used for defining every bat called data samples in 

IBAT as in BA. At time step t, expressions (1) to (3) are used for producing 

new solutions xi and velocities vi. 

The addition of mutation operator is a major proposed algorithm’s 

improvement for increasing population’s diversity, which enhances the 

efficiency of search and optimal value convergence speed. In the local search 

side, the similarity is exhibited by a proposed algorithm with standard BA: 

from best available solution, using a random walk, obtained the new solution 

at first. If a pulse rate parameter is less than a generated real number from a 

uniform distribution, first solution called optimal filters is generated.  

A new tuning parameters pair called value2 worst and Value1 Best are 

produced by a new mutation operator in EBIT algorithm. A solution xv is 

selected randomly from NP population if a Best value1 is greater than the 

random value in the mutation operator stage.  

                                               (12) 

Xv=xvr  (13) 

Where, r ∈ (1, 2… NP); Further, if a random value 

 Further, the current solution called optimal feature’s elements is 

introduced with more mutation, if worst Value2 is greater than random value, 

which makes search results to produce better position based on recorded best 

and worst solutions. If BA component is trapped with local optimum which 

is far away from the actual global value, this mutation gives better assistant. 

The mutation operator’s modification is expressed in expression (8) and (9). 

     (      
    

 )       [   )                               (14) 

     (  
       

 )       [   )                               (15) 

Where, t
th
 iteration’s new solution called optimum features are 

represented as xv, a random solution, which is selected using expression (9) is 

represented as x
t
v, ever found worst solution is represented using a variable 

xtworst and best solution is represented using a variable xt best. Otherwise, 

population diversity is added using the randomization rule, effective search 

space exploration by mutation operator is assisted by this. The global optimal 

solution (filters) computation probability is increased by this. 

Improved Bat Algorithm [IBA] 

Objective   function (accuracy)   f(x ),x=  (x1,………xd ) 
T
 

Bat population is initialized (data samples) xi ( i=1,2,….n)and vi 

At   xi, pulse frequency fi is defined 

Pulse rates ri, loudness Ai, are initialized.//Parameter value 1 and parameter 

value 2. 

While (t <Max iterations count)  

Frequency is adjusted for generating new solutions-optimal features,  
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and velocities and locations of solutions are updated using equations (2) to 

(4) 

if (r and >ri )  

Among best solutions, selected a solution 

Around selected best solution- optimal features, local solution are generated. 

End if  
By flying randomly, new solution are generated 

Mutation operator 

If(rand<Value 1)then 

             
                     (        )) 
If(rand<Value 2) then 

Using (14), worst solution is updated 

Else 

Using (15), Best solution is updated 

End if  

Else If new mutation solution is generated 

For the new solution   ’s fitness function f(x)  are evaluated and  among 

   xi, the best solution is generated, whichhasthe Highest Fitness Value. 

By flying randomly, new solution is generated 

If (rand < Ai &f (xi ) < f ( x*))  

New solutions -optimal  filter sizeare generated 

riis increased and  Ai is decreased 

End   if  
Bats are ranked and current best x*are computed 

End while  
Results post-processing and visualization 

 
Figure 4Flow Chart of BAT Optimization 
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Selected the Global best filter size which produces high accuracy in 

classification in improved bat algorithm. Original Bat algorithm’s attractive 

features like fast convergence are maintained using introduced mutation 

operation. More mutation can be used towards a better diversity in this 

algorithm as allowed as per the analysis presented. 

 

3 Results and Discussion 
 

For assessing automatic retransmission mechanism’s dropping 

performance, using Java, data packet transmission operation is numerically 

simulated. A gird topology with 5Km _ 5Kmarea is assumed as an 

underwater network and 1Km is set as a transmission range and in water, the 

sound’s speed is 1500m=s and 1024 bits are seta as the size of the data 

packet. 

50 bits are set as size of control packet and 1000 bits per second is set as 

the bit rate. Around 10W power is consumed during transmission and 80mW 

power is consumed in reception. Concerning routing overhead, throughput, 

End to end delay, packet delivery ratio, available RNN and PDO-DC 

techniques are compared with the proposed ML-RNN technique. 

Packet delivery ratio metric performance comparison between existing 

RNN and PDO-DC and proposed ML-RNN techniques are shown in figure 

5. Around 91% Packet delivery ratio results are produced in the proposed 

ML-RNN model, which is a higher one when compared with 88% Packet 

delivery ratioofRNN and 90%Packet delivery ratioofPDO-DC. 

 

 
Figure 5 Packet Delivery Ratio 

 

End To End delay metric performance comparison between existing 

RNN and PDO-DC and proposed ML-RNN techniques are shown in figure 

6. Around 52 sec  End To End, delay results are produced in the proposed 

ML-RNN model, which is a less one when compared with 62 sec End To 

End delay of RNN and 71 sec  End To End delay of PDO-DC. 
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Figure 6End To End delay 

 

Routing overhead metric performance comparison between existing 

RNN and PDO-DC and proposed ML-RNN techniques are shown in figure 

7. Around 5.02 routing overhead results are produced in the proposed ML-

RNN model, which is less one when compared with 5.12 routing overhead of 

RNN and 6.02  routing overhead of PDO-DC. 

 
Figure 7 Routing Overhead 

  

 
 

Figure 8 Throughput (KBPS) 
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Throughput performance metric comparison between existing RNN and 

PDO-DC and proposed ML-RNN techniques are shown in figure 8. Around 

365(KBPS) throughput results are produced in the proposed ML-RNN 

model, which is a higher one when compared with 360(KBPS) throughput of 

RNN and 344(KBPS) throughput of PDO-DC. 

 

4 Conclusion and Future Work 
 

In underwater sensor network’s different applications like aquaculture, 

oil industry, disaster warning, pollution detection monitoring, real-time 

monitoring gained a gradual increase in recent days. Rich information may 

be implied by missing values, where collected data quality may be affected 

by this. This causes failure analysis or prediction. 

For predicting missing values, an improved framework is provided in 

this work. In this technique, missing values are predicted using a Multi-view 

learning RNN including the feature fusion technique. Then, for enhancing 

RNN performance, mutation improved BAT optimization is used for tuning 

RNN parameters.  

With respect to the packet delivery ratio, better results are provided in 

experimental results. Computation complexities are increased by deep 

learning techniques. So, in the future, other machine learning algorithms can 

be used.  
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